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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) was one of 
six sites awarded a four-year federally funded grant in 1994 under the first 
phase of the Digital Library Initiative (DLI). The DLI grants, jointly funded 
by the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Defense Advanced Re-
search Project Agency (DARPA), and the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), were awarded, in addition to UIUC, to Stanford 
University, the University of California at Berkeley, Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity, the University of California at Santa Barbara, and the University of 
Michigan. A detailed description of the Illinois DLI project, along with 
l inks to the o t h e r five p ro j ec t s , can be f o u n d at h t t p : / / 
dli.grainger.uiuc.edu/ and is described in Schatz et al. (1999) and Schatz 
e ta l . (1996). 
Activities on the $4 million UIUC DLI grant have been carried out by 
a multi-departmental research team comprised of individuals from the 
university's Graduate School of Library and Information Science, the 
University Library, the National Center for Supercomputing Applications 
(NCSA), and the Department of Computer Science. The project also in-
cludes important in-kind contributions in the form of full-text articles in 
SGML format from a number of professional society publishers and sig-
nificant equipment and software grants from several companies. The Illi-
nois DLI project includes research, testbed, and evaluation components. 
This article will describe the design and implementation of the Illi-
nois DLI testbed. It will focus on the issues addressed, the problems en-
countered, and the lessons learned in the course of deploying the testbed. 
This work was carried out by the testbed team headquartered in the 
Grainger Engineering Library Information Center, a $22 million facility 
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that opened in 1994 and is dedicated to the exploration of emerging in-
formation technologies. 
The testbed is constructed from source textjournal articles in the areas 
of engineering, physics, and computer science contributed by several pro-
fessional society publishers. This contributed testbed source material is com-
prised of full-text articles in SGML format and bit-mapped images of figures 
of sixty-three journal titles presently containing over 60,000 articles from 
1995 forward. The full-text articles for the testbed have been contributed 
by the American Institute of Physics (AIP), the American Physical Society 
(APS), the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers Computer Society (IEEE CS), and the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE). Several other publisher collections 
were examined but not included in the testbed. 
T E S T B E D G O A L S A N D I S S U E S 
The overarching focus of the DLI testbed team has been on the de-
sign, development, and evaluation of mechanisms that can provide effec-
tive access to full-text engineering, physics, and computer science journal 
articles within an Internet environment. The primary goals of the Illinois 
testbed have been: 
1. the construction and testing of a scalable multi-publisher heteroge-
neous SGML-based full-text testbed employing flexible search and ren-
dering capabilities and offering extensive links to local and remote 
information resources; 
2. the development of procedures for the local processing, indexing, nor-
malization (through use of metadata), retrieval, and rendering of full-
text journal literature in marked-up format as provided by contribut-
ing publishers; 
3. the integration of the testbed (and other full-text resources) into the 
continuum of information resources offered to end-users by the library 
system; 
4. determining the efficacy of full-text article searching vis-a-vis document 
surrogate searching, and exploring end-user full-text searching behav-
ior in an attempt to identify user-searching needs; and 
5. identifying models for the effective publishing and retrieval of full-text 
articles within an Internet environment and employing these models 
in the testbed design and development. 
On an overarching level, the project has addressed the issues con-
nected with the migration from a print-based journal collection to an 
Internet-based model. The testbed team has identified the staff and hard-
ware requirements necessary for the local processing, loading, and re-
trieval of full-text data. In addition, the team has generated mechanisms 
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for providing access (via links) to testbed materials and other publisher 
repositories through standard retrieval tools such as Abstracting and In-
dexing (A & I) services. Both of these approaches focus on defining re-
trieval mechanisms to optimize user access to full-text journals. 
At the onset of the DLI Project, the testbed team faced a number of 
clearly defined design and development issues. These issues related to 
collection procurement and utility, the identification of standards for the 
format of the collection materials, accurate rendering of materials, the 
development of processing procedures, optimum database search engine 
retrieval capabilities, and the determination of the appropriate mix of off-
the-shelf software versus locally developed code. 
All full-text retrieval test systems face limitations relating to the breadth 
and the depth of the collection. Test systems cannot typically include all 
the subject-related journals needed to meet the needs of researchers in 
the covered discipline. Likewise, the typical full-text test collections will 
not provide the years of coverage necessary to completely meet the needs 
of researchers. (Interestingly, these two problems have been made more 
acute by the discrete publisher-based full-text retrieval system model we 
see today.) The Illinois testbed, comprised of sixty-three journals, has ad-
dressed these issues through expanded links from full-text references and 
by providing simultaneous searching of testbed resources and A & I ser-
vice databases. The integration of distributed full-text repositories will 
continue to be addressed within the testbed. 
When work on the UIUC DLI project began in 1994, the World Wide 
Web (WWW) was in a nascent stage. At that time, NCSA's Mosaic 2.0 beta 
was the browser of choice, the HTML 2.0 standard was still under develop-
ment, Netscape had yet to release its first Web browser, and Microsoft 
Windows 3.1 was the standard PC operating system. Early studies of the 
effectiveness of full-text retrieval were necessarily limited in scope, prima-
rily because of the b read th /dep th problem and the lack of figures, math-
ematics, and tables for the article display (Tenopir & Ro, 1990). 
The initial task of the testbed project team was to identify technologies 
that were both of sufficient maturity to be usable at once and of sufficient 
potential to evolve over the life of the project. As the project evolved, two 
clear trends emerged: the WWW has become the standard for text retrieval 
and display and, as a direct corollary, publishers have taken advantage of 
emerging Web technologies to establish their own full-text repositories. 
T E S T B E D T E C H N O L O G I E S : 
S G M L F O R M A T A N D R E N D E R I N G 
Critical to the ultimate success of the project was the determination 
of the testbed document format standard. The ideal format would support 
full-text indexing; high-granularity field-specific search and retrieval; and 
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robust platform-independent rendering. No existing format matched all 
criteria, and it was immediately obvious that HTML 2.0 fell far short of 
desired structure and rendering functionality. The Standard Generalized 
Markup Language (SGML), a nonproprietary international standard, was 
clearly the best of the formats available for exposing the intellectual con-
tent and structure of documents. The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) 
(Sperberg-McQueen, 1994) was built around SGML, and pilot full-text 
journal publishing projects using SGML were then underway at OCLC 
(Weibel, 1994). However, rendering engines for SGML were limited and 
required separate executables or plug-ins. 
Two other contending document formats were also examined. TeX 
and LaTeX are well established in the mathematical sciences academic 
community and support extremely robust rendering of mathematics, but 
the available authoring and display tools were limited and were largely 
UNIX-based. Also, exposure of document structure in TeX as used in real-
world applications is limited. 
PDF, an Adobe-proprietary format, provided the best emulation of the 
printed page. Adobe Acrobat reader was free and available for multiple 
platforms. However, PDF lacked (as of 1994) important hyperlink function-
ality and vital (for our project) cross-collection indexing features. It also 
was then, and remains today, a primarily appearance-oriented format. 
SGML was chosen for the testbed document format standard because 
it was nonproprietary and inherently best both for indexing and for search 
and retrieval. This decision was consistent with the publishing world's iden-
tification of SGML as the emerging standard for document representa-
tion and transmission. While all publishers contributing source materials 
for the project had experience with the three formats under consider-
ation, it was clear that SGML or SGML with embedded TeX for math-
ematical equations was the preferred format. 
However, the use of SGML in a Web environment presents some for-
midable challenges. The lack of suitable SGML Tenderers has hindered 
the project from the very beginning. It was the hope of the testbed team 
that, as the technologies evolved, there would be advances in SGML ren-
dering engines, but these improvements have not materialized. To com-
pensate for immediate SGML rendering limitations, several of the pub-
lishers provided PDF versions of articles in addition to SGML versions. 
Figure 1 shows an excerpt of a sample article in PDF format displayed by 
Adobe Acrobat. Figure 2 shows the same article excerpt in SGML format 
rendered by the SoftQuad Panorama viewer. Note that the Panorama SGML 
viewer has problems with the accurate rendering of display mathematics, 
in particular with kerning operations, fraction bars, radical length, and 
line breaks. Note also that PDF rendering imitates the published page 
layout while the SGML rendering results in a less structured and continu-
ous display. 
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Figure 1. Excerpt f rom Testbed Article as Rendered in Adobe Acrobat Reader 
(PDF Format) 
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Figure 2. Excerpt f rom Testbed Article as Rendered in SoftQuad Panorama 
Viewer, Version 2.0 (SGML Format) 
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The most problematic aspect of SGML full-text rendering has been 
in accurately rendering SGML display mathematics. One of the exciting 
promises of marked-up mathematics is in the potential for searching and 
displaying both syntactic and semantic elements of article mathematics. 
The testbed team has explored several techniques for rendering math-
ematics in a Web-based environment, including converting SGML display 
mathematics to TeX (and subsequently bit-mapped images) and also the 
display of marked-up mathematics within HTML and XML using Cascad-
ing Style Sheets (CSS). The accurate rendering of mathematics continues 
to be a major focus of attention for scientific publishing on the Web. The 
testbed team is experimenting with search techniques for marked-up math-
ematics. 
SGML is an open standard for document representation and trans-
mission. However, SGML is not in itself a markup language but rather a 
template or model for marking up the content and structure of a docu-
ment. The Document Type Definition (DTD) accompanying an individual 
publisher's SGML is the instrument that actually specifies the semantics 
and syntax of the tags to be used in the document markup. The DTD also 
specifies the rules that describe the manner in which the SGML tags may 
be applied to the documents. One of the major roadblocks in the success-
ful deployment of the testbed has been the overhead involved with pro-
cessing the heterogeneous DTDs of the publishers. Each publisher DTD 
has required its own suite of processing software. In the process of creat-
ing a viable testbed, the Illinois testbed team developed a number of tech-
niques to address problems and normalize SGML processing, indexing, 
storage, retrieval, and rendering. 
The testbed team has converted the SGML publisher data into well-
formed XML (extensible Markup Language). The XML data can then be 
rendered natively (without conversion) in a Web browser a n d / o r con-
verted to HTML to be rendered using emerging Web technologies such 
as CSS and Dynamic HTML (DHTML). It is clear that a rich markup for-
mat such as XML, which is a nearly complete instance of SGML, will be-
come the standard language of open document systems, to be used in 
Web environments for document representation and delivery. XML and 
SGML permit documents to be treated as objects to be viewed, manipu-
lated, and output. The major strengths of these markup languages, in 
terms of their retrieval capabilities, are their ability to reveal the deep 
content and structure of a document. While SGML and XML are becom-
ing ubiquitous in the publishing world, they are still, for the most part, 
being generated by publishers as a byproduct for archiving and search 
engine indexing, rather than serving as an integral, integrated part of the 
production process. 
SGML, HTML, and XML, for document representation and display, 
offer various levels of maturity. SGML supports powerful indexing, search, 
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and retrieval but requires a sophisticated search engine and a plug-in viewer 
for display. SGML is generally regarded as difficult to use and, along with 
the client, delivery, and rendering issues, remains a "Web-unfriendly" tech-
nology. HTML is ubiquitous and with HTML 4.0 and CSS provides robust 
rendering capabilities. However, HTML remains a presentation-oriented 
language with inadequate semantic tools for the effective indexing and 
fine-granularity searching needed for academic journals. XML is a distin-
guished subset of SGML that retains the key features of SGML, including 
semantic-based tagging. But, XML and the XSL styling language are new 
technologies still being shaped by the standards process. XML cannot be 
rendered accurately in the 4.0 browsers but is easy to transform to HTML 
and can be natively rendered by Internet Explorer 5.0. 
Figures 3 and 4 show HTML and XML renderings of the same article 
excerpt displayed in Figures 1 and 2. Note that the use of CSS provides 
enhanced mathematics rendering and promises sophisticated display ca-
pabilities. 
D A T A B A S E S E A R C H E N G I N E S A N D A R T I C L E S E R V E R S 
Various database management systems capable of indexing and search-
ing SGML-based databases were examined. The OpenText DBMS was cho-
sen for the testbed because of its ability to exploit the strengths of SGML. 
The OpenText search engine grew out of work done at the University of 
Waterloo to create and index the SGML version of the Oxford English 
Dictionary (Terry, 1991). OpenText also had attractive features for index-
ing document metadata in conjunction with document full-text, for nor-
malizing documents created with different publisher Document Type 
Definitions (DTDs), and for maintaining multiple discrete database re-
positories. Additionally, OpenText's architecture allows the integration of 
third party tools, the implementation of locally developed scripts and code, 
the capability of bypassing unneeded component modules, and the ability 
to rapidly change processing procedures in response to dynamic process-
ing needs. 
Originally the UIUC DLI project had expected to influence generic 
Web client development by influencing development of the NCSA Mosaic 
Web browser. This proved a naive expectation. The testbed team realized 
that search and delivery of testbed materials needed to be done in a 
browser-neutral manner. A focus of the testbed project has been the de-
velopment of server-side scripts and dynamic document merge capabili-
ties. The testbed team has employed NT and UNIX operating system plat-
forms as appropriate to task. Netscape Enterprise and Microsoft Internet 
Information Server Web servers are used. Web server functionality is ex-
tended using both conventional CGI and more advanced techniques such 
as Microsoft's Active Server Platform (ASP). HTTPS protocols (HTTP with 
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Figure 3. Excerpt f rom Testbed Article as Rendered in Microsoft In te rne t 
Explorer, Version 5.0 (HTML Format) 
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Secure Socket Layers) are used for user authentication and authorization 
as required. HTTP protocols are used for all other interactions with cli-
ents. 
The testbed team has implemented a large-scale Web-based testbed 
of full-textjournal articles featuring enhanced access and display capabili-
ties. The Web-based retrieval system developed by the DLI testbed and 
evaluation teams is called DeLIver (Desktop Link to Virtual Engineering 
Resources). The DeLIver client, which replaced a Microsoft Windows-based 
custom client in use for the first two years of the project, has been in 
operation since September 1997 and is being used by over 2,000 regis-
tered UIUC students and faculty and also designated outside researchers. 
Figure 5 shows the DeLIver search interface. Figure 6 shows an abbrevi-
ated citation results list and Figure 7 the extended citation for a specific 
retrieved item. The contents of the display shown in Figure 7 represents 
the metadata associated with the retrieved item. Detailed transaction log 
data of user search sessions (gathered and merged from both database 
and Web servers) are being kept, and a preliminary analysis of user search 
patterns from some 4,200 search sessions has been performed. 
T E S T B E D P R O C E S S I N G 
Figure 8 shows the processing flow for the testbed. Materials are re-
ceived from publishers and distributed to in-house repository document 
servers. Pre-processing scripts are run to embed links to associated fig-
ures, check character entities, and extract and create a metadata file for 
each document (using RDF syntax and Dublin Core semantics supple-
mented with project-specific elements) (W3C: World Wide Web Consor-
tium, 1999; The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, 1998). Metadata is heavily 
used in the testbed both to normalize searching and to maintain link in-
formation between objects (articles) in the testbed and related objects 
(articles, A & I service records, and so on) external to the testbed. The 
project-specific metadata semantics go well beyond the minimal metadata 
tagging semantics of the Dublin Core and similar schema designed for 
general use on the Web. 
OpenText indexes are then built. The article metadata is indexed 
along with the full-text of the articles. The individual indexes can be 
searched separately or in parallel. Tag aliasing is applied to support nor-
malized searching. CGI and ASP scripts are used to enhance search func-
tionality; insert hyperlink information; perform transformations between 
SGML, XML, and HTML formats; and facilitate linking between testbed 
objects and related information both within, and external to, the testbed. 
R E T R I E V A L M O D E L S 
To support effective retrieval in the testbed, the Illinois DLI testbed 
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Figure 8. Depiction of Illinois DLI Testbed Article Processing Procedures 
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and evaluation teams have also carried out studies of end-user searching 
behavior in an attempt to identify user-searching needs. One requirement 
specified by the testbed team from the onset of the project has been that 
the testbed (as a resource for users) must be integrated into the con-
tinuum of information resources offered by the library system. This has 
been addressed by providing access to the testbed in two ways: (1) by mak-
ing the testbed DeLIver system a search option within the library public 
terminal top-level menu; and (2) by linking testbed full-text records from 
the short entry displays within the Ovid Compendex and INSPEC periodi-
cal index databases. Additional simultaneous search mechanisms and stan-
dards (including Z39.50) are being implemented, including the ability to 
search DeLIver and selected periodical indexes from a single client screen. 
The cornerstones of the testbed, in terms of its retrieval capabilities, 
are the exposed article content and structure revealed by SGML and the 
associated article-level metadata, which serves to normalize the heteroge-
neous SGML and provide short-entry display capability. The metadata also 
contain links to internal and external data, such as forward and backward 
links to other testbed articles and links to A & I service databases and 
other full-text repositories, such as the American Institute of Physics and 
the American Physical Society sites for PDF format documents and titles 
outside the testbed. An important feature of the testbed design is the 
separation of the metadata/ index files from the full-text. This allows the 
metadata/ index—containing pointers to the full-text—to be logically and 
physically separated from the full-text records. 
An important concern of the testbed group has been in exploring 
effective retrieval models for the evolving Web-based electronic journal 
publishing system. The retrieval and display of full-text journal literature 
in an Internet environment poses a number of issues for both publishers 
and libraries. It has now become commonplace for publishers to provide 
Internet (Web-based) access to the electronic versions of their publica-
tions with particular focus on journal issues and articles. For academic 
libraries, support for this publisher-based online journal environment in-
troduces new levels of budgeting concerns and involves an examination 
of library collection policies, user access mechanisms, networking capa-
bilities, archiving policies, availability of proper equipment, and a greater 
awareness of requisite licensing agreements. 
Libraries have not historically structured information retrieval ser-
vices around discrete publisher repository collections. There is a need for 
creative mechanisms to provide effective search and retrieval across the 
burgeoning number of distributed heterogeneous publisher repositories. 
To support this, the testbed team has proposed a distributed repository 
model that "federates" or connects the individual publisher repositories 
of full-text documents. In the DLI testbed model, these distributed re-
positories are federated by the extraction of normalized metadata, index, 
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and link data from the heterogeneous full text of the different publishers. 
This model addresses the challenge of providing standardized and consis-
tent search capabilities across these distributed and disparate reposito-
ries. 
The testbed team has succeeded in demonstrating the efficacy of the 
distributed repository model by producing cross-DTD metadata, provid-
ing parallel database querying and retrieval techniques across a distin-
guished subset of the full-text repositories, and by establishing and access-
ing an off-site repository at a publisher's location. 
A C C O M P L I S H M E N T S 
In the four years of the grant, the testbed team has developed a num-
ber of features and technologies for the testbed. The testbed team has 
focused on developing technologies for the effective building of local re-
positories and also the complementary task of providing mechanisms for 
integrating distributed repositories and other resources. In summary, the 
testbed team has been responsible for: 
1. the development of a metadata specification to support standardized 
retrieval across repositories; short-entry display independent of the 
discrete full-text document repositories; and links to associated testbed 
items, A & I service databases, and other repositories; 
2. the development of an SGML tag aliasing or normalization system to 
accommodate heterogeneous DTDs; 
3. the development of the Web DeLIver and custom Windows clients for 
search, retrieval, and display across multiple discrete repositories; 
4. providing, from within the above clients, cross-repository retrieval from 
single search command arguments; 
5. addressing issues connected with the rendering of SGML within the 
Softquad Panorama viewer; 
6. addressing issues connected with rendering mathematics (an interna-
tional mathematics rendering conference was organized and held at 
the Grainger Library in 1996); 
7. deploying enhanced retrieval mechanisms, such as Author Word 
Wheels and enhanced link mechanisms, in a Web-based environment; 
8. developing an Ovid INSPEC and Compendex proxy with links to the 
DeLIver testbed and other remote publisher repositories; 
9. providing links f rom the bibliographies of retrieved DeLIver article 
extended citations to other articles contained in the testbed; 
10. providing forward citation links within testbed article extended cita-
tions to subsequently published articles that cite the retrieved testbed 
article; 
11. providing links from the retrieved DeLIver articles and references in 
the b ib l i og raph ie s of r e t r i eved DeLIver ar t ic les to INSPEC, 
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Compendex, SPIN, and other records in periodical index and reposi-
tories systems; 
12. employing Web-based user questionnaires and surveys; 
13. generating detailed user transaction logs, gathered at the search argu-
ment level, with the automatic identification and storage of character-
istics of each user search sessions; 
14. providing in-depth analysis of user search behavior, including statis-
tics on the frequency of use of each DeLIver search feature; 
15. providing simultaneous searching of a user entered search argument 
in DeLIver and periodical index databases; 
16. employing a Web-Kerberos based user authentication via the UIUC 
Bluestem Web-based user authentication system (Cole, 1997); and 
17. testing the capability of digital signing of documents. 
This work has been accomplished with the cooperation and support of 
our publisher partners and through the use of commercial software from 
OpenText, Hewlett-Packard, SoftQuad, and Microsoft. The testbed team 
has made available the results of the project to our publisher partners and 
sponsors in annual workshops and through regular communications. 
L E S S O N S L E A R N E D 
The potential of SGML (and now XML) has been borne out by expe-
rience. The full-text indexes are extremely rich, supporting a measure of 
search precision unavailable in previous full-text search systems. Figure 5 
shows the search fields available to end-users in the current interface. 
SGML has greatly facilitated extraction of metadata and insertion of 
hyperlinks to related resources within and external to the testbed. 
Rendering of complex mathematical mark-up continues to be prob-
lematic. Until recently the testbed relied solely on the Panorama SGML 
viewer originally marketed by SoftQuad. In spite of promises to improve 
the rendering engine, development has lagged (Panorama was recently 
sold to Interleaf) and there still isn't a version of Panorama for the 
Macintosh. Rapid development of XML, advances in the latest version of 
HTML, and development of Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are improving 
prospects for better rendering. Nonetheless, our experience with Pan-
orama demonstrates the degree to which libraries and information pro-
viders are dependent on the commercial sector for essential technology. 
A detailed transaction log analysis of 4,158 end-user search sessions 
has been conducted. Several interesting results have been gleaned from 
the transaction logs. These include: there is very little use being made of 
either "Help" or "Quicktips" functions; browsing of tables of contents is 
being performed in 39 percent of the search sessions; full-text searching 
is the predominant search mode, but in 24 percent of the sessions users 
performed a search within a specific field; full-text is displayed in more 
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sessions (69 percent) than extended citations (19 percent); in 25 percent 
of the sessions, users did multi-concept searching; and an average of four 
full-text documents are viewed per session. 
Overall development of the testbed has taken longer than anticipated. 
With some notable exceptions—e.g., the lack of a robust SGML viewer— 
the technology needed has been available by the time needed. The devel-
opment of processing procedures, the normalization of DTDs, and the 
development and implementation of metadata semantics have taken longer 
than anticipated. Technology infrastructure changes happen much more 
quickly than process changes that involve changing how libraries and in-
formation providers do their jobs. 
Implementation of a digital information resource requires tighter 
integration of the parties involved. Small changes by a publisher in tag-
ging semantics can require corresponding changes in indexing scripts, 
metadata extraction procedures and, fur ther downstream, style sheet de-
sign. Conversely, changes in browser software or rendering client can ne-
cessitate changes in tagging and indexing. Because each of these tasks 
may be performed by a different agency, close efficient working relation-
ships are essential. 
In the electronic journal environment, roles and responsibilities are 
more fluid. While documents may reside on a publisher's server, metadata 
may reside elsewhere—e.g., on an abstracting and indexing service's hard-
ware. Different agencies may create different metadata for the same ob-
jects—e.g., using different controlled vocabularies. Libraries may imple-
ment their own gateways and portals or may contract for such services 
with consortia or other third parties. A single article may be found through 
different gateways, using different index and metadata providers, even if 
full content of the article itself still comes from a single publisher's server. 
Archival responsibilities may be distributed among libraries, consortia, and 
publishers. 
In the rapidly evolving electronic journals environment, academic li-
braries will need to re-examine their collection development policies in terms 
of ownership versus access, become more actively involved in institutional 
and consortial licensing agreements, and become more actively involved in 
campus networking, server, and workstation policies and technologies. 
F U T U R E F O C I 
The testbed team expects to continue work on the issues addressed 
in the DLI grant through a Corporation for National Research Initiatives 
(CNRI) grant and the establishment of a Collaborating Partners program. 
CNRI has established a collaborative Digital Library (D-Lib) Test Suite 
program encompassing five operational digital library testbeds. The D-Lib 
Test Suite program is expected to provide a fertile research environment 
for the information science community. The testbed team members and 
associated researchers will explore a number of evolving information 
technologies. 
40 William H. Mischo and Timothy W. Cole 
The entire testbed was recently converted to XML. Testbed articles 
are now retrievable in XML and HTML as well as in PDF and SGML. This 
has already improved rendering options and overall quality. The potential 
of the Math ML standard to support more accurate rendering of testbed 
content will be investigated (W3C: World Wide Web Consortium, 1999). 
In addition, fur ther testing of distributed architecture models will be 
done to test scalability and performance of the options. The use of Docu-
ment Object Identifiers (DOIs) ("Technology Update: Digital Object Iden-
tifiers," 1998) and other emerging standards to enhance and facilitate 
link management will be investigated. 
Also, additional simultaneous search features—e.g., allowing simulta-
neous searching of non-testbed information resources—will be further 
refined. It is expected that search agent technologies, including Knowbot 
software, will play an important role in the evolving distributed repository 
model being promoted by the Illinois testbed. 
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